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This is a story of partnerships

Doug Danforth

Students can practice taking 
medical histories and differential diagnosis 
with virtual standardized patients

How do we make understanding 
systems more robust? 

How do we convert a chatbot 
into speech enabled system?

Doug approaches the NLP folks in
OSU CSE/Linguistics with questions:

We said: sure, we can!



This is a story of partnerships

Ayaz Hyder

Agent based model can 
answer “what if” 
questions like “what 
happens to the people 
around the Kroger at 5th

and Neil Ave if it closes?”

Question: can we build 
front ends that allow 
politicians and 
decisionmakers to query 
the model naturally? 



Some lessons learned through partnership

NLP folks’ perspective can be very different than domain researchers building 
systems for a task

• We both want to make systems work well
• In the lab, we care about measuring performance
• Our partners want to fix things when there is a bug
• This difference can change course of research

• For these tasks, it’s important that the answers are exact
• Doctors need quality control over answers in VP
• Grocery store model needs to control output
• This is a very different than our typical systems that use NL 

generation
• Requires a significant level of expert development

Leads to a hybrid approach:
Need to blend rule-based approaches

with neural approaches

Design of Conversational AI 
system needs to be easily

Influenced by domain 
experts



Low Resourced and Long Tailed 
Conversational AI
Low resource:
Can be hard to collect data; need 
to leverage other tasks.
Expert time is expensive!

Long tailed:
Many of the functions / classes might 
be rare (see them once during 
training)

Expertise

Allow others to
access model



Virtual Patient: The Core Problem

How can I help you?

I was hoping you could help 
me with my back

350+ Question Types

One or more patterns 
per type

Growing database of 
question examples

Significant # of 
singletons, 

sometimes new types

Query

Canned Response

Are you feeling pain?

Yes, it has been hurting for 
a whileReport

4 of 23 
categories 
covered…

Data for training neural QA systems is sparse – long tail, low resource 
Many classes, but some classes have few (or zero) examples

Initially: no speech data, only text data



Hello, oreo.



Hello, how are you?



Problem 1: Speechifying a chatbot
Problem: Virtual patient had a typed interface, domain experts wanted 
a spoken interface.  No in-domain speech data for training!

Predicted what kinds 
of errors a speech 
recognizer might make 
on this data, used it to 
augment training data.

Serai, Wang, FL ICASSP 2019; 
Serai, Stiff, FL ICASSP 2020 

Stiff, Serai, FL ICASSP 2019

Treat mispronunciations like “spoken typos”, use 
phonetic representations to increase robustness.



Problem 2: Handling the long tail

• Virtual Patient can answer 350+ classes of answers
• Some are very frequent: How are you today?
• Some are infrequent: Are you nervous?

• Combined rule-based system and neural system works better

• How do we improve trained systems?
• Attention-based models that focus on extracting parts of rare classes
• Few-shot learning through pairwise training



Self attentive RNN model

Rare classes are sometimes 
compositions of features from 
more common classes.
Use attention to help combine 
representations: this seems to 
help with rare classes.

Stiff & FL SigDial 2020



Attention improves rare class prediction

Stiff & FL SigDial 2020



Changing how we train can also help 

Pairwise mixup training does two 
things:
1) Makes representations of 

sentences of the same class 
closer together; different 
classes further apart.

2) Requires the system to create 
representations that can be 
disentangled by mixing them 
during training (Fig 1)

Sunder & FL ICASSP 2021

Rather than training a direct classifier, create nearest neighbor classifier 
that is informed by classification: pairwise mixup training



ICICLE: Intelligent CyberInfrastructure with 
Computational Learning in the Environment
• “Democratizing AI”: how do we bring AI capabilities from HPC center 

to edge devices to domain scientists working in the field?
• Digital Agriculture  (e.g. drones for crop monitoring)
• Wildlife Ecology (e.g. camera traps for monitoring wildlife)
• Smart Foodsheds (e.g. modeling effects of grocery store placements)

• Advancements along many domains needed to make plug-and-play AI 
accessible to a larger audience
• Conversational AI plays a role in providing natural interfaces for non-experts
• Application: Conversational front end for Ayaz’s grocery store model 

• How can we get complex questions turned into understandable programs?
• How can we handle variation in language using pretrained language models (low 

resource)?
• Will this model manipulation generalize to other domains?

http://icicle.ai
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Objectives: Intelligent Cyberinfrastructure for the Computing Continuum

On Field 
Sensors

Clouds HPC Systems & Data 
Centers

Edge & Near Edge

Smart FoodshedsAnimal Ecology Digital Agriculture

Integrating a broad range of
• Scientists-in-the-field
• Engineers
• Educators
• Collaborative partners
• Institutions

under one roof enables

democratized,
adaptable,

plug-and-play AI, 
and long-tail science.

Emerging Computing Continuum

Use Inspired Science Domains
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Vision: Getting your model into the hands of 
others via “Natural Language Programming”

Hussain et al in prep



Vision: Domain experts building their own 
NLP frontends

Hussain et al in prep



Summary: Interesting challenges in getting 
NLP into non-NLP researcher’s hands
• Partnering with domain experts in medicine, food health has taught 

us to think differently about building NLP systems

• New research questions: rather than building systems for end users, 
how do we make it easy for domain experts to develop NLP systems?
• Transparency and trustworthiness need to be built into the design

• Many domains will provide sparse data for training systems
• Low resource long tail problems will abound!
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